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Abstract: 

Taking into consideration, Assamese writers, Arupa Patangia Kalita’s novel Felanee and 
Indira Goswami’s select stories like The Journey  and Parasu Pator’s Well, and Naga writer 
Temsula Ao’s collection of short stories, These Hills Called Home : Stories from a War 
Zone, my paper would attempt to consider how these literary voices from North – East India, 
posit themselves on a problematic socio – cultural and geo – political interface in their 
endeavours to foreground ordinary human experiences in the background of  insurgency and 
violence. In this process, they, in a way, drafts a history of this conflict – ridden territory 
mirroring the nationalist zeal, the mirage of freedom and the pathetic disillusionment which 
grossly affects the life and restructures the psyche of its people. My paper would, therefore, 
attempt to analyse how in these select writings, the North – East India emerges as a crossroad 
where different patterns of violence coalesce and collide with instinctive urge of survival ; 
where politically loaded terms like ‘citizenship rights’ confronts more universal ‘human 
rights’ .        

Keywords: North – East India, violence, insurgency, survival, crossroad, interface, citizenship 
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Any good literature or life as a whole, is essentially interdisciplinary, taking divergent 
paths to approach, interrogate and respond to reality. For the growing recognition of  the 
fluidity of  meaning and complexity of  life,  it becomes unavoidable, the integration of  
multiple disciplines of  knowledge, information , perspectives and insights which intertwine 
each other to form the contextuality of a text or the textuality of  a context . This 
interdisciplinary approach is particularly relevant in any discussion of the works of the 
writers and poets from the states lying at the north – east frontier of India, an immensely 
problematic space with surprisingly heterogeneous identity and constantly threatened by 
multiple forms of marginalization, oppression and violence.  This geographically isolated and 
economically underdeveloped region comprising of the seven states, popularly known as the 
‘Seven Sisters’ , sharing international borders with several countries, has witnessed waves of 
forced migration and internal displacement since Independence brewing multiple, manifold 
and often manipulated conflicts between different ethnic, linguistic or religious groups or 
with Indian nation state. Sustained exclusion of the region from the ‘mainland’ discourse, 
lack of proper and authentic media coverage and limited literary outputs, largely contributed 
in misrepresentation, exoticization and myth – making surrounding this land, its people and 
their problems. However, in recent past, quite a few powerful writers from this region, 
propelled by the responsibility and intense urge of sharing the horror and subsequent trauma 
of undergoing or witnessing the gory face of violence from close quarters, have undertaken 
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the daunting task of truth – telling and representing life amidst insurgency and counter - 
insurgency.  

 
Taking into consideration, Assamese writers, Arupa Patangia Kalita’s novel Felanee 

and Indira Goswami’s select stories like The Journey and Parasu Pator’s Well, my paper 
would attempt to consider how these literary voices from North – East India, posit themselves 
on a problematic socio – cultural and geo – political interface in their endeavours to 
foreground ordinary human experiences in the background of  insurgency and violence. In 
this process, they, in a way, draft a history of this conflict – ridden territory mirroring the 
nationalist zeal, the mirage of freedom and the pathetic disillusionment which grossly affects 
the life and restructures the psyche of its people.  

 
Arupa Patangia Kalita, one of the most powerful voices in contemporary Assamse 

literature, once remarked in a conversation with Aruni Kashyap , “ I have experienced the 
horror of insurgency in my pulses. I have seen in front of my house with my own eyes the 
dead bodies of seven young boys, killed in an encounter between insurgents and the army, 
being taken away in bamboo biers. My own student was chased and shot dead by ULFA 
militants after he gave up arms and became a SULFA. I was present on the day when a hand 
– grenade was found in our college common room. Our college principal was shot dead in 
broad daylight. So I know, what words like insurgency, terrorism and extortion mean. They 
have occupied a huge space in my writings and given it a new direction.” 1  Andit is from this 
injured mindscape of a deeply committed writer, originates The Story of Felanee, (trans. Into 
English by Deepika Phukan in 2011 ; original, Felanee 2003 ), a moving tale of  violence, 
resistance and survival. Set amidst the insurgency ridden Assam and covering the last few 
decades, the novel delves deep into the much complex and conflicted socio – political reality 
of an Indian state. Weaving her story around the eponymous character, Felanee, whose very 
name denotes ‘rejected’ or ‘cast away’, Kalita poignantly presents the pathetic situation of a 
group of oppressed and marginalized womenfolk as well as the prominent resistance these 
women put forth with extraordinary courage and solidarity against the bewildering and 
engulfing spiral of violence. From the very moment of her birth, Felanee is thrown into an 
abyss of uncertainty and doom : 

 He saw how the roof had almost fallen on the unconscious Jutimala (Felanee’s 
 mother). Suddenly he heard a splash. Someone had thrown the newborn baby  
 into the pond ! The gang of the marauders then disappeared… There in the  
 long grass lay the baby… This was Felanee. Her name remained Felanee –  
 the thrown away all her life.  ( Kalita, 9 ) 

 
Since then, life is a trauma for her always haunted by a painful past and constantly threatened 
by an obnoxious violence that takes her husband and the unborn child and her home away 
leaving her alone and hapless with her only son. Yet at the end of the novel, she emerges 
triumphant aglow with the radiance of a mother, a woman and, of course, a survivor. Herein 
lies the strength of Kalita’s writing . Despite violence being the pivotal force in her work, she 
foregrounds the resistance and survival of her characters rather than the mere victimization.  
In the end of the novel, Felanee and the destitute women like her are equated with kanhi reeds 
which keep on growing again and again, no matter how many times they are mowed down or 
thrown away.  
  
Kalita reveals the constructed and arbitrary nature of the markers of identity in her choice of a 
multi – ethnic protagonist and this revelation makes even the most ardent calls of regionalism 
sound hollow and misleading. Confronted with the question of her caste and identity, Felanee 
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remains inconclusive as she wonders which of the multiple genes belonging to different 
people of various castes and creeds should get the upperhand : 

Her grandmother, Ratnamala’s ? Her grandfather, the elephant mahout 
Kinaram Boro’s ? What about her mother ? Did she have more from 
Ratnamala or Kinaram ? And what about herself ? Did her blood have stronger 
genes from Khitish Ghosh ? … What should she wear ? What should she 
keep? Baishya had asked her to take off the shell bangles lest people mistook 
her for a Bengali. If she wanted to live she should discard her shell bangles, 
he’d said. Bulen, on the other hand told he, that if she wanted to survive, she 
should wear a dokhona. And the two boys with their guns told her that if she 
kept company with ‘these mixed people’ she shouldn’t be alive for long. What 
could she do now to keep alive ?   ( Kalita, 185 – 6 ) 

 
Thus Kalita situates her novel in a plane where identity becomes less important than the urge 
to keep alive. This is a situation when the demands for autonomous power and independent 
statehood and the rights and advantages these political achievements entail come in direct 
confrontation with basic human rights which is constantly threatened and denied. It is through 
Felanee’s conscience that the author raises the pertinent questions : 

What did they want to do ? Who will live in their independent country ? And 
who will live in Bulen’s state ? What all will they divide ? Could they divide 
the sky over their heads ? Will they divide the water in the rivers; the trees, the 
land, the people ? Will they separate Kali Boori from her, and Minoti from 
Sumala ? Will they divide Jon’s mother, Jaggu’s wife, Kali Boori and Phool? 
How would they be divided ? Will they be cut into pieces and divided ? 

  ( Kalita, 184) 
 
Here the author highlights the process of community formation by a group of uprooted , 
destitute and marginalized women, tied together with a strong  invisible nexus of fellow 
feeling and shared instinctive urge for survival against powerful, destructive and separatist 
forces and discourses. Kalita portrays with genuine empathy the humble lives of these most 
ordinary people caught up in the whirlpool of unending insurgency and counter – insurgency. 
What is the path to freedom for those insurgents, blocks the avenues to survive for these 
wretched human beings. The one – thousand – hour long bandh called by the Bodo militants 
do not inspire them with any ambitious dream of living in a free state but leave them terribly 
worried to procure the sustenance which might keep them alive as Felanee says : 

I don’t understand all of what you say. But I do understand one thing. It is 
really very hard to make a living. All that I ask of you is, please don’t block 
the avenues to our earning our daily bread… You know it doesn’t even take a 
night to destroy a home, but to build it… (Kalita, 180 – 1 ) 

 
The word ‘home’ signifies a lot for these dislocated and ‘dehomed’ people who are seen to 
rebuild their homes with renewed energy as the novel ends.  
  
 Indira Goswami , popularly known as Mamoni Raisom Goswami ( 1942 – 2011 ) , is 
an iconic figure in Assamese literature whose life and works as a peace activist in insurgency 
– ridden Assam and a writer with almost motherly concern for suffering humanity, splendidly 
complement each other.. Though the relevance of  an author’s biographical references is an 
area of much contention , in case of a writer like Indira Goswami , who pours so much of 
herself  in the pages often blurring the lines between facts and fiction , is particularly 
relevant. Having incurred two violent shocks in the very early years of her life in the forms of 
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untimely deaths of  her father and her beloved husband which deeply affected her psyche and 
dismantled the very base of her existence, she attempted suicide twice. From this 
pathologically depressive condition, she took up her pen and writing was never a vocation for 
her ; rather an intense passion, a soul – churning process, the source of her sustenance. 
Instead of  escaping from the harsh realities and cruelties of  life , she boldly confronted 
them, witnessed them from close quarters, experienced them, felt them in her heart and 
reproduced them after getting them filtered through her sensitive soul. As a president of the 
Nagarik Shanti Mancha ( Citizens’ Peace Forum) of Assam, Goswami even initiated and 
worked as an interlocutor in the peace – talks between the United Liberation Front of Assam ( 
ULFA ) leaders and the Government of India from 2004 onwards. With the intention of 
writing a novel on the detrimental and dehumanizing effects of brutal political violence on 
the common people of Assam, Goswami visited the worse affected areas of the state where 
violence perpetrated by ULFA militants and those inflicted by the Government forces during 
counter – insurgency operations, wreaked most havoc. But the experience of watching the 
agony of the people, created inside her a sensation too numbing to organize and express into 
the structure of a novel , as she herself says, “ Gradually it dawned in my mind that instead of 
writing a novel I should try to diffuse the inferno with my very limited capacity. I am not a 
politician. Neither have I been interested in politics ever in my life. I am simply a writer. I 
shall remain ever grateful to the Government of India and the ULFA for having honoured me 
by accepting my appeal for initiating a peace process.” Commenting on her courageous 
attempts, Professor Supriya Chaudhuri once said, “Whether or not her efforts meet with final 
success, her commitment and endeavor are already an indissoluble part of the tangled politics 
of self – determination in India. For Indira Goswami, then, the political is the personal as 
much as the personal, the political.”  
  
 Though Goswami’s plan for writing a full – fledged novel on the theme of the 
gruesome horror of insurgency in her homeland, has never been accomplished, the motif  of 
violence caused by militancy and its aftermaths loom a dark shadow in many of her writings, 
particularly in short stories. Jatra, or The Journey, set against the backdrop of armed 
militancy, marks a crossroad where multiple forms of violence and the instinct for survival 
coalesce in a complex pattern. This pseudo – autobiographical story begins with the unnamed 
female narrator, accompanied by Professor Mirjakar, returning to Guwahati from a trip to 
Kaziranga. Their journey is punctuated by a brief but eventful sojourn in an impoverished tea 
– shop . The sudden appearance of Kanbap, an armed militant and the missing son of the 
elderly couple of the tea – shop towards the end of the story, conjures up the climactic 
moment of revelation of  multiple forms and natures of violence – both visible and invisible ; 
or, going by the social scientist Johan Galtung’s classification – direct and structural. The 
very figure of Kanbap is a repulsive spectacle of violence as the story reads, “ Across his 
cheek ran a deep gash, from eye to lip - made by a bullet or sharp knife. There was blood and 
pus on it.  The flesh under his lip looked as if it been ripped open …And what was in his 
hand? A revolver ? Even in the smoky light of the kerosene lamp the barrel shone.” His 
violent act of warding repeated kicks and blows on the stomach of her sister Nirmali, whose 
legs are already broken by the village boys as she dared to fall in love with the ‘enemy’ – an 
Indian soldier, marks the moment when gendered violence and regressive subnationalist 
violence merge together. Underneath this spectacle of visible violence, lies the slowly 
operating yet more derisive  web of structural violence caused by the factors like systematic 
oppression and exploitation, sustained underdevelopment and political and cultural 
otherization of a land and its people. Johan Galtung also observes in his groundbreaking 
essay, Violence, Peace and Peace Research (1969) how these different forms of violence 
overlap each other : 
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  One may argue that, all cases of structural violence can, by closer scrutiny, be 
  traced back to personal violence, in their pre – history,. An exploitative caste –  

system or race society can be seen as the consequence of a large scale invasion 
leaving a thin but powerful top layer of the victorious group after the noise of 
fighting is over. A ‘bully’ would be seen as the inevitable product of 
socialization in a violent structure.    ( Galtung, 93) 

 
In this story, Konbap is a typical example of Galtung’s ‘bully’.  The story symbolically marks 
a journey that leads us nowhere. Goswami  also uses ethnic and political violence as the 
backdrop in her other stories like Parasu Pator’s Well, Beasts, and Dwaraka’s Gun to reveal 
the false and shifting paradigms on which ethnic rivalries and political agitations are 
generally based.  

 
Besides Arupa Patangia Kalita and Indira Goswami, in the works of the other writers 

and poets from the North East like Temsula Ao, Mamang Dai, Dhruva Hazarika, Rita 
Choudhury, Aruni Kashyap, Nilmani Phukan, Navakanta Baruah, Jiban Narah and Uddipana 
Goswami to name a few, the evils of insurgency and violence constitute a recurring motif. 
However what is common in these poets and writers is their belief in the power of literature 
to change the world, their empathetic and passionate representation of the nuances of the 
ordinary human lives under constant threats of overwhelming violence and their endeavours 
to foreground the diminishing humanity’s struggle, and instinct to survive even when 
everything is falling apart as the lines from Nirmal Prabha Bordoloi’s poem Dawning neatly 
sums up the tone and spirit of these literary voices from the North – East : 
  Does the day break  
  With the sound of guns ? 
  No. 
  It breaks with the cry 
  Of that bird 
  Which nibbles through 
  The night’s darkness … 
 
 I would like to conclude on a mixed note of apprehension and faith . What is a matter 
of great concern today is the continuing presence of mindless political game and reckless 
bloodshed in the North East Indian states. Even the last year witnessed repeated violent 
clashes between the Bodo militants, Muslim migrants and adivasis causing more than 
hundred deaths and leaving many others homeless. What seems to be further alarming is the 
lack of committed media coverage and mostly nonchalant and muted reactions from the so – 
called ‘mainland’ India which undermine the gravity of the situation. Under such 
circumstances, the works of the writers like Kalita and Goswami gain further relevance and 
immediacy as they reveal the dangerous and misleading nature of aggressive political 
agendas and regressive orthodoxies which divide and destroy the essential cohesion and 
plurality of Indian nation and civilization. Their writings, set and produced in a troubled and 
contested landscape, are bound to transcend generic boundaries to evolve as a kind of 
alternate and passionate historiography documenting the lived experiences of ordinary 
people, caught in the  bewildering spiral of violence and oppression. These sensible and 
sensitive writings from the North East India, thus, open up a space which needs to be 
critically and dynamically engaged by interdisciplinary scholarships for the cause of peace 
and humanity.   
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